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Computational Design of Transforming Pop-up Books
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We present the first computational tool to help ordinary users create trans-

forming pop-up books. In each transforming pop-up, when the user pulls a

tab, an initial flat two-dimensional (2D) pattern, i.e., a 2D shape with a su-

perimposed picture, such as an airplane, turns into a new 2D pattern, such

as a robot. Given the two 2D patterns, our approach automatically com-

putes a 3D pop-up mechanism that transforms one pattern into the other;

it also outputs a design blueprint, allowing the user to easily make the fi-

nal model. We also present a theoretical analysis of basic transformation

mechanisms; combining these basic mechanisms allows more flexibility of

final designs. Using our approach, inexperienced users can create models in

a short time; previously, even experienced artists often took weeks to man-

ually create them. We demonstrate our method on a variety of real-world

examples.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Most youngsters of today are familiar with Transformers toys

produced by Takara and Hasbro, in which a toy can change shape,

for example, from a plane into a robot, using a combination of

mechanisms. Youngsters of an earlier generation were perhaps

more familiar with pop-up books—when their pages were opened,

objects such as castles or animals would pop up from the page.
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More recently, these two ideas were brought together in such

publications as Reinhart’s best-selling book (2013) that contains

sophisticated examples of transforming pop-ups. When the user

pulls a tab, an initial flat two-dimensional (2D) pattern, i.e., a

2D shape with a superimposed picture, turns into a new 2D

pattern, standing up from the page. We illustrate one of Reinhart’s

transforming pop-ups in Figure 2.

Creating such a book is a big challenge even for experienced

paper artists-engineers. Designing the necessary mechanisms to

create the desired effects, without interference, can take even a tal-

ented professional many weeks of trial and error. Typically, the de-

signer first creates an initial pop-up from a combination of mech-

anisms to transform between the two desired patterns and then

adjusts the patterns to fit the pop-up. An iterative process of ad-

justing the pop-up and the 2D patterns then follows until satisfac-

tory, aesthetically pleasing results are achieved.

Researchers have already considered automating the design pro-

cess for pop-up books (Le et al. 2014; Li et al. 2010, 2011). However,

the kind of pop-ups so far considered depict only one meaning-

ful object: an arbitrary flat design turns into the desired object.

In contrast, transforming pop-ups depict two different meaningful

objects, linked by a transformation. Due to this intrinsic difference,

existing automated pop-up design approaches cannot be directly

applied to the design of transforming pop-ups.

This article considers automating the design of transforming

pop-ups. We first study the principles of assembling a transforming

pop-up. We discuss several basic mechanisms and types of linkages

for combining them. We then show how a transforming pop-up

can be readily composited by combining appropriate mechanisms

via these linkages.

Our main contribution, apart from the discussion of suitable

mechanisms and linkages, is a fully automatic algorithm for cre-

ating a transforming pop-up that approximately transforms one

user-provided pattern into another. An optimization-based ap-

proach attempts to match the user given patterns in the initial and

final states as closely as possible, while at the same time ensuring

as a hard constraint that interference between parts of the pop-up

cannot occur. After optimization, the pop-up is painted with col-

ored textures. Finally, a fabrication template is generated, allowing

the user to physically realize the pop-up.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Computational Pop-ups

There are several kinds of pop-up art, such as V-style pop-ups

(Li et al. 2011), multi-style pop-ups (Ruiz et al. 2014), sliceform

pop-ups (Le-Nguyen et al. 2013), and transforming pop-ups (Glass-

ner 2002b). They can be categorized as one-state pop-ups and
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two-state pop-ups (Glassner 2002b). Li et al. (2011), Ruiz et al.

(2014), Le-Nguyen et al. (2013), Mitani and Suzuki (2004), and Mi-

tani et al. (2003) consider one-state pop-ups: Their transformation

process turns a 2D folded shape with an invisible pattern into a

3D structure. With regard to two-state pop-ups, while Glassner

(2002b) mentioned transforming pop-ups with a pull-tab, he did

not give an automatic method for their construction. In computer

graphics, the study of pop-ups has evolved from semi-automatic

design (Okamura and Igarashi 2009) to fully automatic construc-

tion. To assist in the design process, Lee et al. (1996) simulate the

motion of the pop-up pieces when the pop-up book is opened; in

particular, angles between intersecting pieces are calculated. How-

ever, this approach provides an analysis tool rather than an auto-

matic design tool. To help automate the design process, Glassner

(2002a) considered the motion paths of the vertices of slit and V -

fold mechanisms in pop-ups. Various further assistance tools, such

as collision detectors and printing generators, were also provided

in Glassner (2002b). Rather than providing an analysis tool or assis-

tance tools, Li et al. (2010) proposed an automated approach to gen-

erate pop-ups from input 3D models. In Li et al. (2010), two sets of

parallel paper pieces are used to construct the final structure. Later,

Li extended his work toV -style pop-ups (2011) for which the final

structure is composed of V -fold structures. However, in Li et al.

(2010), a voxel discretization step is used, leading to discretization

artifacts along the boundaries of the final pop-ups; these can be

visually displeasing. To improve the quality of the output paper

designs, Lee et al. (2014) proposed an approach that better pre-

serves shape details by taking contours, surfaces, and volumes of

the input models into consideration. Other types of pop-ups have

also been investigated, including sliceform pop-ups (Le-Nguyen

et al. 2013; Mitani and Suzuki 2003), in which the structure is made

of two sets of parallel paper patches slotted together, and multi-

style pop-ups (Ruiz et al. 2014), which combine several previously

studied pop-up elements: step-fold, tent-fold,V -fold, and box-fold.

However, transforming pop-ups have yet to be considered from a

computational point of view. Since previous works have almost

exclusively focused on one-state pop-ups, their approaches are in

general unsuited to transforming pop-ups.

2.2 Mechanical Design and Analysis

Spurred by the recent interest in 3D printing, researchers in com-

puter graphics have turned their attention to mechanism design

and analysis. Given a designer specified geometry and motion for

a toy, Zhu et al. (2012) provide an approach to automatically gener-

ate a mechanism assembly located in a box below a toy character.

Kinematic simulation (Winder et al. 2009) ensures that the fabri-

cated toy functions properly. However, their approach can only

handle simple motions such as linear, ellipsoidal, and circular mo-

tions. Coros et al. (2013) allow more complex, user-defined mo-

tions, but they must still be cyclic. In Zhu et al. (2012) and Coros et

al. (2013), the user defines motion curves, each of which indicates

the motion direction of a specific part of the mechanism.

An alternative high-level approach to interaction is to let the

user provide functional relations (Koo et al. 2014). Given an ap-

proximate 3D model, the user annotates functional relationships

such as part A supports parts B and C . Based on such information,

their approach optimizes the geometry of the model to produce

a working design. In our work, we use a few basic mechanisms

which can be regarded as generalized forms of 4-revolute-joint

linkages (4R linkages) (Norton 2011). In mechanism design theory,

a 4R linkage is the simplest movable closed chain linkage compris-

ing four bodies connected in a loop by four joints. It has one degree

of freedom, which means it can be driven by one body. This is

appropriate to our problem, allowing the pop-up to be controlled

by a single tab pulled by the user. A 3R linkage is self-locked (i.e.,

has no degrees of freedom), while an nR linkage forn > 4 hasn − 3

degrees of freedom, giving too much freedom. Since we need the

paper pieces to have complex shapes to model the input shapes,

our problem differs from traditional mechanical design and

assembly problems and cannot readily be solved using existing

methods of mechanism design (Joskowicz and Sacks 1994).

2.3 Folding and Combination of Objects

Folding, and combination by attachment, are two ways to generate

new objects from old. In our problem, the union of several paper

patches forms the input in its laid-flat form (i.e., on the surface of

the book). A compound mechanism is formed by combining sev-

eral basic mechanisms. Folding is inherently suitable for paper, as

it is a thin sheet material; folding has also been used in, e.g., fur-

niture design (Li et al. 2015), the design of working mechanical

objects (Koo et al. 2014), as well as the design of iris folding pat-

terns (Igarashi et al. 2016).

To generate 3D models composed of interlocking planar

pieces (McCrae et al. 2011; Schwartzburg and Pauly 2013), rules

were devised for combining planar pieces under geometric con-

straints imposed by fabrication and assembly. Since cubes and

boxes can be stacked readily for transportation and storage, Zhou

et al. (2014) considered how to transform a 3D object into a cube

by defining several types of joints between voxels and searching

a voxel-tree to find a folding sequence. Inspired by their work,

we define our own types of joints as well as a tree structure of

joints. We obtain our final result by searching a tree to optimize

the mechanism. Another popular method is to define a connection

graph (Xin et al. 2011), but this approach is unsuited to our prob-

lem: It focuses on 3D models.

3 TRANSFORMING POP-UPS

The problem to be solved is as follows. A pattern is a 2D shape

with a texture (i.e., coloring). Given two patterns as input, we wish

to compute a mechanism that can smoothly transform in 3D be-

tween one pattern and the other (see the top row of Figure 1). We

also wish to automatically generate a blueprint, allowing a user

to fabricate the transforming pop-up by gluing and assembling

printed pieces of paper. The pipeline of our approach is provided in

Figure 10, but before explaining it, we first consider some theoret-

ical background ideas.

The key components of a transforming pop-up are patches,

hinges, and slits:

A patch is a planar polygon, embodied physically as a piece of

paper whose two sides can be differently textured (i.e. colored with

a drawing). A number of patches are used in combination to depict

a pattern.
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Fig. 1. A 3D transformation between a fighter jet and a battle robot. Top left: Two input patterns. Top right: A transformation sequence with textured

patches. Bottom left: Layer relationships between patches in untransformed and transformed states. Bottom right: The transformation sequence showing

each patch in a different color. Photos © TurboSquid.

Fig. 2. Transforming pop-up by Matthew Reinhart, showing (a) a car form

(before transformation) and (b) a robot form of the Hornet Transformer

(after transformation). Original artworks © Matthew Reinhart.

A hinge is a shared axis along which two patches are joined and

about which they can rotate relative to one another.

A slit is a straight line cut in the interior of a patch of infinites-

imal width. Another patch can pass through such a slit.

A linkage is the coupling between two elements of a mechanism

that transfers the movement between them.

Following Li et al. (2011), we regard paper as a rigid material

that can rotate around hinges and assume for simplicity that it has

zero thickness and weight.

From a mechanical view, a transforming pop-up is composed

of several basic mechanisms and other functional elements, which

together we call basic elements. These basic elements are linked

together using a few predefined types of linkage. When users pull

(or push) a tab, the pop-up turns from an initial flat 2D pattern to

the new 2D pattern via a 3D transformation. The transformation is

driven by the tab and is transferred to the whole pop-up through

the linkages. We refer to the initial state and the final state of

the pop-up as the untransformed state and the transformed state,

respectively.

We next consider the basic mechanisms used in Section 3.1, and

functional elements in Section 3.2, as well as the linkages in Sec-

tion 3.3. We then introduce geometric parameters and the param-

eter space of the transforming pop-up, used for reasoning about

the mechanisms, in Section 3.4. We discuss their use in the design

optimization algorithm in Section 4.

Fig. 3. Parallel mechanism: (a) four intermediate states of a parallel mech-

anism during transformation and (b) patches, hinges and their relation-

ships.

3.1 Basic Mechanisms

We use three basic mechanisms based on the 4R linkage, a fun-

damental closed-loop mechanism (Norton 2011) with four hinges

and one degree of freedom. We now describe each in turn.

Parallel mechanism. A parallel mechanism (PM for short) is

composed of four quadrilateral patches Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) connected

cyclically by four hinges as shown in Figure 3. In a PM, all four

hinges are parallel, while patches T1 and T3, and T2 and T4, are

parallel in pairs.

V -fold mechanism. As shown in Figures 4(a) and (b), a V -

fold mechanism (VM for short) is also composed of four patches

Ti (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) with four hinges hi (1 ≤ i ≤ 4). In this case, the

(extended) lines containing the four hinges intersect at a single

point, the pyramidal vertex of the VM. Denoting the angle be-

tween hinges hi and hj by αi j , it is necessary that α14 = α23 and

α12 = α34. Note that the pyramidal vertex need not actually belong

to any of the patches—see Figures 4(c) and (d). In the latter case,

the patches are quadrilaterals rather than triangles.

Slide mechanism. See Figure 5. A slide mechanism (SM for

short) is composed of one rectangular patch, the slide patch, a

hinge, and a slit; it is associated with a PM or a VM. The slit is

placed in one of the patches of the associated mechanism, and the

hinge is placed on another patch of the same associated mecha-

nism. The slide patch passes through the slit. An SM must satisfy
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Fig. 4. V -fold mechanism: (a) four intermediate states of a typical V -fold

mechanism during transformation; (b) patches, hinges, and their relation-

ships (c); and (d) another V -fold mechanism in which the patches do not

include the pyramidal vertex.

Fig. 5. Slide mechanism.

Fig. 6. Three extended patches attached to a parallel mechanism.

several constraints. First, the width of the slit should exceed the

maximum width of that part of the slide patch that passes through

the slit during transformation. Second, the length of the slide patch

should be longer than the maximum distance between the slit and

the hinge during transformation. Third, when associated with a

PM, both the slit and the hinge of the SM must be parallel to the

hinge of the PM; when associated with a VM, both the line of the

slit and the line of the hinge must intersect the pyramidal vertex of

the VM. The first constraint ensures that the slide mechanism will

not jam, the second ensures that the slide patch cannot fall out of

the slit, and the final constraint ensures that the hinge and slit are

coplanar. As the linked mechanism moves, the degree to which the

slide patch protrudes through the slit changes. Slide mechanisms

allow the slide patch to change from exposed to hidden or vice

versa.

3.2 Functional Elements

In addition to the above basic mechanisms, we also make use of

other functional elements, which we now describe.

Extended patch. As defined, patches of a PM or a VM are re-

stricted to quadrilaterals or triangles, which would limit the range

of shapes the pop-up could represent. To allow more flexibility, we

allow further polygons lying in the same plane to be attached to

the patches of a PM or VM. An augmented patch of this kind is

referred to as an extended patch (EP for short). In our implementa-

tion, we restrict extended patches to having six or fewer vertices

to constrain the number of parameters during pop-up mechanism

optimization. An example is illustrated in Figure 6.

Ground patch and Pull-tab. The transforming pop-up needs

to have one ground patch and one pull-tab to function properly.

The ground patch remains static during transformation; it also

serves as the reference frame. We select a root mechanism from

amongst the PMs and VMs, and then the ground patch is selected

as one of the patches belonging to the root mechanism. The ground

patch can be extended for better aesthetics and generally forms a

large part of the page of the book. The pull-tab is a rectangular

patch that the user pulls (or pushes) to actuate transformation of

the pop-up. It is associated with a small parallel mechanism that is

linked to the root mechanism through an opposite hinge linkage;

see Figure 7. In any mechanism, pulling the tab makes the transfor-

mation go in one direction, and pushing the tab makes it go in the

opposite direction. The designer decides for any given mechanism

whether the initial tab direction is pull or push, when manually

adding the tab.
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Fig. 7. (a) A pull-tab. (b) Side view of this pull-tab.

3.3 Linkage Tree

The overall transforming pop-up is constructed by linking

basic elements (i.e., basic mechanisms and functional elements).

Transformation is actuated by the pull-tab, whose movement is

transferred from one element to another by linkages that make

the whole pop-up move. Note that linkages are directional, as one

element is active and drives the other which is passive. We now

consider the allowed types of linkage.

Slide linkage. Linkages may go from a PM or a VM to an SM.

The movement is transmitted via the shared hinge and slit.

Extended patch linkage. Linkages may also go from a PM or

a VM to an EP. The movement is transmitted through the shared

plane.

Hinge linkage. A hinge linkage transmits movement from one

PM or VM to another PM or VM. Two such linked basic mecha-

nisms share a hinge line, and a pair of neighboring patches is re-

stricted to be coplanar. Note that the two basic mechanisms do not

necessarily have common endpoints on the hinge. According to

the relative positions of the two basic mechanisms, hinge linkages

can be subdivided into three kinds as shown in Figure 8. When

one basic mechanism is placed opposite the other (see Figure 8(a)),

the result is an opposite hinge linkage. If one basic mechanism is

placed inside the other (see Figure 8(b)), then an inner hinge link-

age results. Finally, if one basic mechanism is placed adjacent to the

other (see Figures 8(c) and (d)), then a supplementary hinge linkage

results.

Linkage Tree. The compound mechanism of a transforming

pop-up forms a linkage tree, in which each node represents a ba-

sic mechanism or a functional element, and each edge represents a

linkage. The basic mechanism connected to the pull-tab is the root

node. EPs and SMs can only serve as leaf nodes, while PMs and

VMs can be leaf or internal nodes. The pull-tab and the ground

patch are not represented in the linkage tree. An example linkage

tree is illustrated in Figure 9.

3.4 Parameter Space

The above ideas describe the possible components and their con-

nectivity which go to make a pop-up. However, to fully determine

a transforming pop-up, we also need to find values for various geo-

metric parameters, which determine the positions of patch ver-

tices, hinges, slits, and so on. Although these positions change

when transforming, it suffices to describe them in the untrans-

formed state to fully determine the pop-up. The parameters are

adjusted to achieve a working mechanism meeting the designer’s

Fig. 8. Hinge linkages. (a): Opposite hinge linkage. (b): Inner hinge linkage.

(c), (d): Supplementary hinge linkages.

Fig. 9. Linkage tree. (a) A simple compound mechanism containing one V -

fold mechanism and two parallel mechanisms (purple), several extended

patches (blue), and a slide patch (yellow). (b) Corresponding linkage tree.

At the root is a V -fold mechanism linked to two parallel mechanisms and

two extended patches. One of the parallel mechanisms is linked to two

extended patches; the other is linked to an extended patch and a slide

patch.

goals as closely as possible by means of the optimization algorithm

given in Section 4. However, we first consider how these parame-

ters are defined in the ground plane.

A PM, as shown in Figure 3, has four hinges and eight vertices.

To define the four parallel hinge lines in the 2D ground plane, we

need two parameters to define the first line and two more parame-

ters to define the second and the third lines (i.e. distance to the first

line); the fourth line is determined by the three other lines. Since

the eight vertices are located on the four hinge lines, eight addi-

tional parameters are needed to define the eight vertices (i.e., one

for each vertex). In total, the parameter space of a PM is thus 12D.
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Similarly, a VM, as shown in Figure 4, has one pyramidal vertex,

four hinges, and eight vertices. Two parameters suffice to define

the pyramidal vertex. Since the four hinge lines intersect at the

pyramidal vertex, three parameters are needed for the first, second,

and third lines (i.e., an angle with respect to the pyramidal vertex

for each); the fourth line is determined by the three other lines.

Since the eight vertices are located on the four hinge lines, eight

further parameters are needed to define the eight vertices. In total,

the parameter space of a VM is thus 13D.

An SM, as shown in Figure 5, has a hinge, a slit, and a slide patch.

An SM is associated with a PM or a VM and is constrained so that

the hinge line and slit line are parallel to the hinge of the associated

PM or the hinge line and slit line intersect at the pyramidal vertex

of the associated VM. These constraints mean two parameters are

needed to define the hinge line and the slit line (for a PM, we store

the distance to one hinge of the PM, while for a VM, we store the

angle with respect to the pyramidal vertex of the VM). We also

need two parameters to define the two end vertices of the hinge.

Since the slide patch is a rectangle, one parameter is needed to de-

fine its length. Note that we do not need any parameters to define

the two end vertices of the slit, since they are implicitly determined

by the movement of the slide patch during transformation. Thus,

in total, the parameter space of an SM is 5D.

Finally, the parameter space for an extended patch is up to 12D,

since it has at most six vertices and each vertex lies in 2D.

The overall set of geometric parameters of the whole pop-up is

obtained by concatenating the geometric parameters of each of its

basic mechanisms and extended patches. However, care must be

taken with hinge linkages. Since two linked mechanisms share a

hinge line, we do not need to store the hinge line in both mech-

anisms. For all three types of hinge linkage, adding a linkage be-

tween two basic mechanisms reduces the dimension of the param-

eter space by two. As an example, consider the pop-up in Figure 9.

It contains 2 PMs, 1 VM, 1 SM, 5 EPs, and 2 hinge linkages. Hence,

the dimension of its parameter space is 12 × 2 + 13 + 5 + 12 × 5 −
2 × 2 = 98.

In summary: A transforming pop-up is fully determined by its

linkage tree, its components and their connectivity, and the geo-

metric parameters described above.

We next consider, given two 2D patterns, how to determine such

a transforming pop-up by optimization of both its linkage tree and

geometric parameters.

4 ALGORITHM

4.1 Overview

A transforming pop-up moves from the untransformed state to the

transformed state; each is a 2D pattern. Our goal is to generate

a pop-up that appears similar to the user-given source pattern in

its untransformed state and to the user-given target pattern in its

transformed state. During transformation, we must ensure, as a

hard constraint, that the mechanisms remain collision-free. The

generated transforming pop-up should also satisfy two soft con-

straints: a shape constraint and a flip constraint. The first is that the

shapes of the pop-up in its untransformed and transformed states

should match the source and target patterns as closely as possible

(we consider the appearances of these shapes later). Second, any

patches, or parts thereof, that are visible (i.e., not occluded by other

patches) in both untransformed and transformed states, should flip

over during transformation. If their front appears in the untrans-

formed state, then their back should appear in the transformed

state. This allows the visible parts of the patches in untransformed

and transformed states to be painted differently with the textures

of source and target patterns, respectively.

Our overall algorithm has four steps: an optimization step, a

patch refinement step, a texture painting step, and a blueprint gen-

eration step.

The optimization step produces an initial pop-up. An energy

function models both the shape constraint and the flip constraint,

as well as ensuring freedom from collisions as a hard constraint.

To limit the number of linkage tree configurations considered to

reasonable bounds, we restrict the maximal number of basic mech-

anisms and extended patches that can be used. We obtain the pop-

up with minimal energy by considering all possible configurations

of the linkage tree, and for each configuration, optimizing over

the geometric parameters. Since the energy function is non-linear

and the parameter space is high-dimensional, we use a genetic

algorithm.

As the patches in the transforming pop-up are polygons with

only a few vertices, this optimization step restricts the pop-up

to representing simple, approximate shapes. To determine a more

elaborate shape for the pattern, we use a refinement step. In this

step, some patches are cropped to better match the shapes of the

user given patterns. Since we only crop patches and do not add

any new material to the pop-up, the mechanism structures are pre-

served, as are the constraints—as long as we do not crop too much:

see Section 4.3.

After cropping, we paint textures onto the patches of the pop-

up in both untransformed and transformed states, as needed by

the source and target patterns.

Finally, we output a blueprint for users to construct the trans-

forming pop-up. We print all parts of the pop-up onto paper with

suitable attachment tabs for assembly. Users are able to fabricate

the pop-up by cutting the parts out and gluing them together.

We now consider these steps in further detail.

4.2 Optimization

4.2.1 Energy Function. We define the optimization problem in

terms of minimising an energy function E (x ), where x represents

the linkage configuration and geometric parameters of the trans-

forming pop-up. For simplicity of presentation, we leave the de-

pendence on x implicit in the following.

Ensuring freedom from collisions is enforced as a hard con-

straint. Given a configuration x , we first check for collision dur-

ing transformation, and if detected, we give the energy function

E a value certain to be greater than the energy for any non-

colliding configuration. Our implementation uses the OBB-tree al-

gorithm (Gottschalk et al. 1996) for collision detection, like other

recent mechanical modeling works such as Zhu et al. (2012). To

avoid collision with the ground, the designer may optionally in-

clude a dummy ground patch of large enough area to enclose the

design during collision checking. If the goal is to place the pop-up

inside a book, then this option should be enabled, but for a free-

standing pop-up, it is unnecessary.
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Fig. 10. Pipeline of our approach.

If there is no collision, then the energy function E is defined as

the sum of a shape term and a flip term:

E = λsEs + (1 − λs )Ef . (1)

The shape term Es represents the shape constraint, i.e., it favors

shapes of pop-up for which the untransformed and transformed

states are good matches to the user given patterns. The flip term

Ef represents the flip constraint, penalizing any patch areas that

do not flip and are visible in both untransformed and transformed

states. λs controls the relative contributions of the two terms and

is set to 0.4.

Shape term. The shape term accounts for how well the pop-up

in the untransformed and transformed states S1 and S2 match the

shapes of the user given source and target patternsU1 andU2. The

shape matching cost includes both a contour matching cost and an

area matching cost:

Es = Ec + Ea . (2)

The former is computed using the shape context method

(Belongie et al. 2002) and is defined as

Ec = D (S1,U1) + D (S2,U2), (3)

where D (·) denotes the shape context matching cost. In our imple-

mentation, we sample 100 points on each contour to perform this

computation.

The area matching cost measures the difference of region cov-

erage between the pop-up and user given patterns. It is defined to

be

Ea =
∑

i=1,2

λa ‖Si \Ui ‖ + (1 − λa )‖Ui \ Si ‖, (4)

where \ is the set difference operator; ‖ · ‖ denotes the fractional

area of a region, i.e., its area divided by the total area of all patches;

and λa is a weight. Si \Ui are redundant regions, i.e., regions cov-

ered by the pop-up but not covered by the user given pattern.

Ui \ Si are unrepresented regions, i.e., regions covered by the user

given pattern but not covered by the pop-up. Redundant regions

are relatively unimportant, since the patch refinement step per-

formed later can crop them. However, unrepresented regions will

show the ground patch as they will not be part of the transforming

pop-up. Thus, we set λa = 0.1 to more strongly penalize unrepre-

sented regions. We will evaluate the effect of these two terms in

Section 5.2.

Flip term. Since visible regions in untransformed and trans-

formed states are painted with source and target pattern textures,

respectively, to avoid conflicts in texture painting, we should avoid

regions that show the same side of the paper in both untrans-

formed and transformed states. The flip term is simply defined as

the sum of the fractional areas of all regions that violate this con-

straint:

Ef =
∑

i

‖Ri ‖, (5)

where Ri is any region of a patch that is visible from the same side

in both states.

4.2.2 Energy Minimization. We first describe our basic ap-

proach to solving the minimization problem and then discuss how

to improve its performance.

Basic approach. To minimize the energy function in Equa-

tion (1), we iterate over all possible linkage tree configurations up

to a certain maximum size. To limit the number of configurations

to reasonable bounds, we restrict the number of basic mechanisms

and extended patches that can be used. We observe that trans-

forming pop-ups made by artists (Reinhart 2013) generally contain

three or four basic mechanisms, so we restrict the number of basic

mechanisms to five or fewer. The number of extended patches is

restricted to 12 or fewer—more would lead to pop-ups with smaller

pieces, which are harder to construct and more fragile, as well as

leading to a more time-consuming optimization problem.

Simulation of the mechanism during optimization is driven by

the pull-tab. The patch of the mechanism connected to the pull-tab

makes an angle with the pull-tab that is varied in small steps from

0◦ to 180◦ to operate the mechanism. We can compute the angles

at other hinges using simple geometric considerations. Since the

energy function is highly non-linear, we use a genetic algorithm

(GA) to optimize the geometric parameters. To constrain the search

space, all the geometric parameters, including positions of vertices

and hinges, are encoded using integer based discrete pixel loca-

tions, with a resolution of 1,024 × 1,024 pixels. In initialization, all

parameters are randomly generated. The fitness function for a con-

figuration x is given by −E (x ). Mutation is performed by adding
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Fig. 11. Greedy acceleration. (a) An intermediate result from the brute force GA. Patch refinement gives the result in (b). Afterwards, some boundary

vertices are fixed(marked in red). Using our greedy acceleration strategy gives the final result in (c).

Fig. 12. Simple glued hinge and opposite hinge.

Fig. 13. A blueprint.

Table 1. Numbers and Types of Mechanisms, and Extended

Patches, Used in Each Case in Figure 15

Figure Num. of Mech. PM VM SM EP

15 (a) 1 0 1 0 3

15 (b) 2 1 1 0 5

15 (c) 3 1 2 0 6

15 (d) 4 1 3 0 7

15 (e) 5 2 3 0 9

PM: parallel mechanisms, VM: V-fold mechanisms, SM: slide mecha-
nisms, EP: extended patches.

Fig. 14. Intermediate results with different context matching and area

matching costs (see Table 2) (photo © PixelSquid).

a normally distributed value to each parameter in the individual.

Single-point crossover and tournament selection are used. In our

implementation, we run the GA 10 times, each time for 50 gen-

erations, using a population of 1,000 individuals, with a crossover

probability of 0.4 and mutation probability of 0.3.

Acceleration. Due to the high dimensionality of the parameter

space, directly using a GA as described above is time consuming,

taking tens of hours to generate reasonable output. Our initial ex-

periments showed that after a few generations, the GA obtains an

adequate global structure for the whole mechanism, but it takes

much longer to optimize precise vertex positions of each patch. Us-

ing this observation, we use a greedy strategy (Won and Lee 2016)

to accelerate the search. Specifically, during optimization, we de-

tect good patch vertices as the GA iterates and fix them to reduce

the dimensionality of the solution space. Patch refinement (as ex-

plained in the next section) is done before detection to increase

the potential number of good patch vertices. Good patch vertices

are ones satisfying any of the criteria below:

• Vertices belonging to any patch that flips and that lie on the

boundaries of the two input patterns.

• Vertices belonging to any patch that flips and that lie on the

boundary of the input pattern in one state and inside the tar-

get shape in the other state.

• Vertices belonging to any patch that does not flip and that

lie on the boundary of the input pattern in one state and are

occluded by other patches in the other state.
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Fig. 15. Results using varying numbers of mechanisms: from (a) to (e), one to five mechanisms (photos © PixelSquid).

Table 2. Shape Context Matching Cost and Area

Matching Cost for Several Examples

Figure Shape context cost Area cost

14 (a) 0.1069 0.3424

14 (b) 0.1273 0.1507

14 (c) 0.0992 0.1575

Table 3. For Each Example, We Give: The Example Name,

The Corresponding Figure Number in the Article, and the

Sizes of the Redundant Regions (Relative to the Size of the

Original Shape) in Untransformed and Transformed

States, Respectively

Example Name Figure redundant region size

Car–robot 19 0.027/0.022

Egg–chick 19 0.005/0.07

Sphinx–mask 1 21 0.008/0.012

Heart–rose 16 0.016/0.822

We illustrate greedy acceleration and good patch vertices in Fig-

ure 11. Further speed up is achieved by implementing the above

algorithm using CUDA on a GPU. As it is highly parallel, the GPU

implementation runs much faster. Typically, the greedy strategy

provides a 5–10× speed up, while GPU implementation provides

another 10× speed up compared to a CPU-based implementation.

Overall, this acceleration reduces the processing time from tens of

hours to a few minutes.

4.3 Patch Refinement

The initial transforming pop-up obtained by the basic optimization

approach has patches that are polygons with only a few vertices,

so the pop-up can only represent coarse, simple shapes. Hence, it is

inevitable that there are still some redundant regions (covered by

the pop-up but not by the user given patterns) and unrepresented

regions (covered by the user given patterns but not by the pop-

up). The purpose of this step is to reduce the size of the redundant

regions by refining some of the patches. Since we use a high weight

Fig. 16. Extreme example, with a very thin target pattern. Above: Input

patterns. Below: Computed pop-up. Photos © PixelSquid.

to penalize unrepresented regions, they rarely appear in our initial

result.

We deal with redundant regions for the untransformed state and

for the transformed state in turn. In principle, for the untrans-

formed state, we crop all redundant regions, except for those parts

that belong to visible regions in the transformed state, since crop-

ping those regions would affect the appearance of the transformed

state. Redundant regions in the transformed state are cropped in

an analogous way. In theory, the above-described cropping scheme

might potentially break the structure of the mechanism: A hinge

might be completed cropped, one patch might be cropped into

two disconnected parts, or the slider in a slide mechanism might

be cropped to be too short. However, we have not observed the

above issues arising in practice, so we do not incorporate addi-

tional schemes to avoid them; manual adjustment could potentially

be needed if those issues happen in unforeseen examples.
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Fig. 17. Three simple examples. Top to bottom: Transforming a disk into a triangle, a rectangle into a disk, and a rectangle into a triangle. Top: The appearance

seen by the user. Below: Individual patches colored to allow visualization of the mechanism.

4.4 Texture Painting

After determining the mechanism and set of patches, we must

paint the user provided textures onto the patches. As well as those

patches visible in the untransformed and transformed states, all

other patches should also be painted to make the intermediate

appearance look more natural during the transformation process.

Both faces of each patch must be painted. The texture mapping

process is simple, as we only need to directly map the textures of

source and target patterns onto the patches without any deforma-

tion. For each patch, we must decide which texture to use, i.e., the

source pattern or the target pattern.

This is done for each face in turn. We sequentially decide the

following:

• If the face is visible (or partially visible) in both states, then

the parts only visible in the untransformed or transformed

state are painted using source or target pattern, respec-

tively. Any conflicting parts (i.e., visible in both states) and

parts invisible in both states are painted using the source

pattern.

• If the face is only visible (or partially visible) in one state (un-

transformed or transformed), then the whole face is painted

using a single texture (source or target pattern respectively).

• Otherwise, the face is invisible in both states: The whole face

is painted using the source pattern.

Care must be taken for redundant regions and unrepresented

regions. We fill any redundant regions with the average color of

source and target patterns to ensure consistency with the texture

inside the pattern. Unrepresented regions become a part of the

ground patch and are not included in the transformation of the

pop-up but are still painted using mapped textures from source or

target patterns.

4.5 Blueprint Generation

We finally generate a blueprint to help the user fabricate the trans-

forming pop-up. Remember that a patch and any further polygons

attached to it form an extended patch. See Figure 8(a): The two blue

patches and the two yellow patches each form an extended patch.

Both front and reverse of a given extended patch are printed on the

same side of paper, touching each other. The user folds the cut-out
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Fig. 18. Two examples transforming between randomly chosen shapes from the MPEG-7 dataset. Top to bottom: transforming frog-19 into bell-3, and

tree-14 into flatfish-1.

Fig. 19. A further example, which transforms an egg into a chick (photos © PixelSquid).

shape along the line where front and reverse meet and glues it

to itself to give the two sided appearance. (We do not use duplex

printing, since registration is typically imperfect.)

When printing the patches, we also print tabs to allow the

patches to be joined. Inner and supplementary hinges can be made

simply by gluing a tab on one patch to an adjacent patch. Opposite

hinges (where planes cross) require a slit for manufacturing; they

are made as shown in Figure 12. The pull-tab is manually designed

and is also printed as part of the blueprint. A typical blueprint is

illustrated in Figure 13.

5 EVALUATION AND RESULTS

Our approach has been implemented in C++ on a PC with an Intel

Xeon E5-2620 2.0GHz CPU with 32GB memory and in CUDA on

an NVIDIA Titan X GPU with 16GB memory. We have validated

our approach on a variety of real-world cases.

5.1 Evaluation: Number of Basic Mechanisms

Our choice of using up to five basic mechanisms provides a good

balance between quality and speed, as well as suitability of design
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Fig. 20. Examples with (above) and without (below) ground collision checking, showing transformation of a caterpillar into a butterfly (photos © PixelSquid).

for manufacture and robustness in use. In Figure 15, we give results

when using different numbers of basic mechanisms, for a fixed pair

of input patterns, while Table 1 gives the numbers and kinds of

basic mechanisms used in each case.

The result in Figure 15(a) uses only one mechanism result-

ing in obvious and obtrusive redundant regions. The results in

Figures 15(b) and (c) are much better but still suffer from inaccurate

boundaries. The results in Figures 15(d) and (e) are both visually

pleasing, but Figure 15(e) is more accurate than Figure 15(d). Us-

ing more than five mechanisms, the computation time increases

dramatically, and fabrication also becomes harder.

5.2 Evaluation: Energy Terms

The shape context matching cost Ec and area matching cost Ea

both play important roles in energy minimization, as we now

demonstrate by considering some intermediate states during opti-

mization of the caterpillar-to-butterfly example. Figure 14 shows

various intermediate states, while the corresponding energies are

given in Table 2. Comparing Figures 14(a) and (b), in the latter, the

area cost is much lower, so much of the redundant region disap-

pears, but, on the other hand, the overall shape is not much like the

target shape. On the other hand, in Figure 14(c), the shape cost is

lower, resulting in a shape that more closely follows that of the de-

sired result. Using both terms helps to ensure that the final design

has only small redundant regions, but when they are unavoidable,

the resulting shapes look similar to those intended by the designer,

making the redundancy less noticeable.

In detail, we give the sizes of redundant regions for some exam-

ples in Table 3. For the extreme example transforming a heart into

a rose (Figure 16), the relative size of redundant regions is much

larger than in other successful examples. Size of redundant regions

provides a good indication of the quality of the output transform-

ing pop-up.

5.3 Results

Figure 17 shows three simple pop-ups generated by our system,

transforming a disk into a triangle, a rectangle into a disk, and

a rectangle into a triangle, respectively. The in-between shapes

change in a reasonable way in these cases.

Figure 18 shows two additional pop-ups generated by our

system, transforming between randomly chosen shapes from

the MPEG-7 shape matching dataset. The top one transforms

frog-19 into bell-3, and the bottom one transforms tree-14 into

flatfish-1. Our system demonstrate well on such randomly chosen

shapes.

Figure 19 shows a further complex example, transforming an

egg into a chick. The redundant regions in the egg to chick case

are mainly by the chick’s feet, which are thin and highly concave.

Figure 20 shows two examples with and without ground col-

lision checking, transforming a caterpillar into a butterfly. Both

results give interesting transformations.

Figure 21 shows two more examples, transforming a hot air bal-

loon into a space shuttle, and the Great Sphinx of Giza into King

Tutankhamun’s Burial Mask. For each example, we show two dif-

ferent transforming pop-ups. Since a GA is a random algorithm,

different runs typically provide different solutions, allowing the

user to generate alternative possibilities if the first attempt is not

considered sufficiently aesthetically pleasing.

Finally, we also show an extreme case in Figure 16, which

transforms a heart into a (very thin) rose. Since the two shapes

differ greatly, our approach inevitably produces large redundant

regions.

We give statistics for each example in Table 4, including the

number of basic mechanisms used and the computation times re-

quired by the original GA algorithm and the GPU based greedy GA

algorithm. An animation of the transformation for each example

can be found in the Supplemental Video.
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Fig. 21. Alternative solutions, showing two different transformations from a balloon into a space shuttle, and from the Great Sphinx of Giza into King

Tutankhamun’s Burial Mask. Photos © PixelSquid.
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Table 4. Each Example Lists: Its Name, The Corresponding Figure

Number in the Article, The Numbers of Each Kind of Basic Mechanism,

and Extended Patches, Used—PM: Parallel Mechanism, VM: V-fold

Mechanism, SM: Slide Mechanism, EP: Extended Patch, Whether

the Basic Algorithm (N) or the Accelerated Algorithm (Y) is Used,

and Computation Time

Example Figure PM VM SM EP Ac. Tm.

Fighter–robot 1 1 2 0 12 N 16h

Disk–triangle 17 1 3 0 8 Y 9min

Square–disk 17 1 2 0 5 Y 9min

Square–triangle 17 1 2 1 5 Y 5min

frog–bell 18 1 4 0 8 Y 18min

tree–flatfish 18 0 4 0 5 Y 6min

Egg–chick 19 0 2 0 5 Y 8min

Cater.–butterf. 1 20 3 2 0 7 Y 17min

Cater.–butterf. 2 20 0 2 1 5 N 14h

Ball.–shuttle 1 21 1 3 0 9 N 14h

Ball.–shuttle 2 21 1 3 0 8 Y 10min

Sphinx–mask 1 21 1 3 0 7 N 16h

Sphinx–mask 2 21 1 2 0 6 Y 10min

6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This article has presented an approach to automatically generate

transforming pop-ups. Using three basic mechanisms with simple

structure, and modifying and combining them in different ways,

allows us to use optimization to devise structures that smoothly

transform between two 2D patterns. The final output is a blueprint

for constructing the mechanism, so that the user can easily make a

physical working pop-up. We have demonstrated the effectiveness

of our approach with many shape pairs. Results show that our

approach can generate visually pleasing transforming pop-ups.

Limitations and future work. Since we use polygonal patches

in our approach, we cannot readily work with shapes with curved

boundaries. From the fabrication point of view, we have not con-

sidered how to efficiently use the area of the paper—we do not

guarantee our generated blueprint to be the most economic solu-

tion, nor do we optimize the tabs for strength. Another limitation

is that we assume paper thickness to be zero, which might cause

the fabricated mechanism to fold improperly if there are too many

layers near hinges. A possible way to address this could be to add

a thickness term to the energy function. Finally, our current al-

gorithm does not consider pattern semantics. To do so, a possible

approach might be to ask the designer to provide a meaningful

segmentation of each shape, indicating correspondences, and then

to optimize matching of segments instead of matching of shapes.

In the future, we also plan to investigate transformations be-

tween 2D patterns and 3D shapes, as well as between 3D shapes.
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